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Q. I’m performing the percussion part on
Pierre Boulez’s “Le Marteau Sans Maître.”
I’ve not been able to determine what the
composer meant by cymbalettes. Ordi-
narily, I would think small cymbals, but on
the recording I’ve got the part sounds more
like a pair of scissors! Dr. Beck suggested
tambourine jingles or perhaps a sistrum.
The part heading reads as follows: “deux
Cymbalettes chaque manche etant, pourvu
de quatre Cymbalettes. (Un executant).”
Also, the part is written in such a way as to
suggest high and low indefinite pitches.
Can you help me with this?

—Gordon Rencher
Portland, Oregon

A. Cymbalettes look like large tambou-
rine jingles mounted on handles. Two are
attached to each handle. One is immovable
and the other is attached by means of a
flexible strip so it can move freely and
strike the stationary cymbalette. The one I
have is a total of 9 1/4 inches long and the
cymbal (disks) are 3 1/2 inches in diam-
eter. It creates a sort of clapping sound.
They were used in the 1920s for a novelty
instrument to keep time and to play “hot”
licks. The player hit them against his leg
or hand to get the desired rhythm.

I have a method book called 50 Hot
Cymbal Breaks and 70 Modern Drum
Beats by Ralph Smith (“The Ludwig Drum-
mer”), published by Ludwig and Ludwig,
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dated 1930; cost: $1.00! The photo on the
cover shows cymbalettes.

The French phrase in the music trans-
lates as, “Two sets of handle-mounted
Cymbalettes, providing four Cymbalettes
in total (one player).” Luciano Berio also
calls for them at the end of his composition
entitled “Circles” (for soprano, two percus-
sionists, and harp).

The biggest problem for you will be find-
ing them because they haven’t been manu-
factured for 60 years. I got mine from a
retired pit-drummer! The best substitute
would be a pair of small Chinese Opera
cymbals, but these might also be difficult
to find. You might also try a pair of the
smallest splash cymbals you can find. But
don’t let them ring too long; just let them
clap together.

In a July 1988 Modern Drummer maga-
zine article, Karen Ervin Pershing dis-
cussed a performance of the piece that she
participated in with Boulez conducting.
The percussionist (Raynor Carroll) used
two Jesticks, manufactured by Calato.
(Calato no longer manufactures Jesticks,
but dealers can still obtain them from Di-
rect Music Supply.) The article contains
numerous insights obtained from Boulez
concerning the percussion, xylorimba, and
vibraphone parts, including corrections of
mistakes in the parts.

Q. In the snare drum part to “La Valse” by
Maurice Ravel there is an indication for
the percussionist to play “sur la caisse.”
The same term comes up in Ravel’s orches-
tration of Moussorgsky’s “Pictures at an
Exhibition.” I have always thought of the
latter as being played with a “stick shot,”
meaning the tip of the stick laying on the
head and the shoulder of the same stick
playing the rhythm on the drum rim. Any
insights would be greatly appreciated.

—Gregory White
Dallas, Texas

A. “Sur la caisse” actually means “on the
shell.” Specifically it means on the shell of
the drum, but performance practice has
dictated that most often it is played on the
rim. I like to get a rather high-pitched
clicking sound when I play this part, so I

play rather close to the tip of the sticks on
the rim.

Q. We are playing “The Miraculous Manda-
rin” by Bela Bartok with the Adrian Sym-
phony and are wondering about some
instructions given in the bass drum part
regarding using the left and right hands
for different types of strokes. Can you shed
some light on these instructions? We are us-
ing the Universal Edition.

—Eric Sooy
Holland, Michigan

A. Before rehearsal number 62: “Play
the notes that have stems down with the
left hand and notes up with the right
hand. From here until rehearsal number
69 use a supple (pliable) stick in the left
hand and strike the head near the rim (the
upper half of the head).” The choice of mal-
lets is left to the performer. I would sug-
gest a rather hard mallet played with the
left hand and a softer bass drum-type
beater used in the right hand to create the
greatest possible differentiation between
the two colors.

After letter E: “The stems up are played
with the right hand. Strike the head with
the butt end of a small snare drum stick.”

After letter F: “The stems up are to be
played with the right hand. Strike the
head with the wooden shaft of a timpani
stick.”

After rehearsal number 78: “Same as di-
rectly above.”

While we are dealing with “The Miracu-
lous Mandarin” let’s look at the Italian
terms Bartok uses in the piece:

Batteria—Percussion
Gr. Cassa (Gran Cassa)—bass drum
tamb. gr (tamburo grande)—large

        drum without snares
Piatti—crash cymbals
tamb. picc. (tamburo piccolo)—small

        snare drum with snares
Cinelli—suspended cymbal
Xylofono—xylophone

Q. Can you tell me about the “tambourin”
part for Mahler’s Third Symphony? We are
playing it in the Flint Symphony and the
Maestro wants the part to played on a
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